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Design Requi rements of Office Systems*

Glampio Bracchl
Barbara Pernici
Dipartimento di El ettronica
Politecnico di Mllano

ABSTRACT
Automation of office work constitutes a new growing appl ication of information systems. The original characteri stics of
an Office Information System (OIS) in comparison with a conventional information system imply the need for devel opi ng
new design methodol ogies and model s, which are cl assified

and discussed in this paper.

OIS are not just document management systems (or word processing systems), 1.e., they do not consider only, or mainly,
static aspects of data: they are in fact more general information systems where documents are only one of the many
elements of the system. In addition, while conventional

IS

are often applied to support operational activities, office
work shows many different facets, and therefore it is not
reduci bl e to a set of operatl onal activities. Correspondi ngly, whil e the main phases that are commonly recognized
in the

design

of

a conventional

IS

(such

as requi rements

analysis, requi rements specification, logical design, optimization

and

implementation,

system

eval uatl on

and

modification) can be transferred al so to OIS design, the ,
conceptual models for requirements specifications, on which
the early design phases are based, should instead be changed
in order to allow the specification of particular aspects of
an OIS. Such aspects include new functionalities, such as
filtering of data, reminding of activities to be performed,

scheduling of manual and automatic activities,
cation; some specific types of data are also
OIS: groups of data (documents and dossiers),
and incomplete data, sophisticated handling of

and communineeded in an
unstructured
time, and of

compl ex situations, distributed data, office workers roles.

Other particular aspects are related to the fact that an
office system is intrisically evol uti onary, and with the
usage of the system: highly interactive, integrating different functions, requiring great flexibility with possible

interruptions of tasks and with a high number of exceptions
arising during the work.

*This paper is forthcoming in ACM Transactions on Office
Information Sy stems.
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In order to consider all these features in designing an OIS,
the exi sti ng conceptual

models

that are used

in

conven-

tional IS design appear usually inadequate; hence, some of

them have been widely extended to be used in the new OIS envi ronment, and many new model s have been proposed. In view
of the fast evol uti on of the technol ogy, most of these
model s consider only the logical aspects of office data and
activities in order to obtain independence of technological

changes that affect physical impl ementation. Considerations
on the optimization of the office logical organization are
al so often embodied in the model.
In general , in the 1 iterature the probl em of formally spec-

ifying office elements in a model has been investigated in
more depth than that of proposing a compl ete methodol ogical

approach to OIS design.
Hence, very few real

methodol ogies are today in exi stence

(for instance, OFFIS: Konsynski, Bracker, and Bracker, 1982;

OAM: Si rbu, et al ., 1981; Mobil e-Burotique: Dumas, et al .,
1982), and in addition most of them do not offer compl ete

frameworks, but instead they emphasize only a subset of the
OIS design phases. On the other side, many conceptual office
model s exist on which the requi rements specification phase
can be based, and some of these model s consi der al so the

subsequent step of logical optimization of the office description.
Office conceptual model s can be cl assified, on the basl s of

the fundamental elements that they take into consideration,
into the foll owing main categories: datahased model s, process based model s. agent based model s, and mixed model s.

General ly, databased model s group data into forms, which are
similar to paper forms in the traditional office (Ellis and

Nutt, 1980, Barber, 1983, Zloof, 1981). Types of data and
the operati ons on data (storage,

retrieval, manipulation,

transmission) are the basic el ements of the office conceptual model s. Office activities are then seen as a series

of operations on data.
Process based model s are basing thei r analysi s and descri p-

tion of office work on the idea of different activities
performed concurrently by the users and the system. There
are different types of model s of this kind: SCOOP (Zisman,
1978) , ICN (Cook, 1980) , OSL (Hammer and Kunin, 1980) , and
Ticom-II (Bailey, McAfee, and Whins·ton, 1983) .
An office can al so be model ed from the view poi nt of the
functi ons performed by active el ements of the off ice en-

vironment (the agents) . An agent based model (for instance,
the Structural Office Model (Aiello, Nardi, and Panti,
1982)) describes the office associating to the different
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agents a set of functionalities (i.e., the different roles

that they pl ay in performing their tasks, the domain within
which they are authorized to act, and the set of rel ationships that link them to other agents, to verify system

consistency).
Finally, mixed model s are expl icitly assuming more than one
type of element as the basis for system specification, and
are defining the relationships among these elements.

ples of mixed models are OFS

(Tsichritzis,

1982),

Exam-

IML

(Richter, 1981), OPAS (Lum, Choy, and Shu, 1982), Taxis exas
in
(Barron,
and
1982),
tensions
1982)
(Gibbs,

OFFICETALK-D (Ellis and Bernal, 1982), and SOS (Bracchi and
Pernici, 1983).
Most of the recent office model s bel ong to the mixed cate-

gory,

since

this

type

of

model

allows more complete

speci fication of types of el ements and of their i nterrel a-

tionships. It shoul d al so be noted that some of the model s

that in the early days bel onged to one of the three previous

mentioned categories have recently evolved to the mixed cat-

egory.
A general conclusion that can be derived is that the models
showing poorer techni cal features are i nstead for the moment

those performing better in usage features.

Process based models show many good features, but they are
considerably

inadequate

in

the

definition

of

data

types

(when this definition is considered, it is performed in a
generic way) . Agent based model s perform well as far as ac-

tivities and functions definition are concerned, but the
strong dependence of all office elements on the main one
(agents) implies a rather poor definition of all the other
types of data.
Future developments will more and more integrate the characteristics of the first three types of models into new mixed

model s; however, such gl obal representations still requi re a
wide research in order to be practically useful for a cornplete OIS design methodol ogy.
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